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Abstract

Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR)
study of two sets of oral progestogens was carried out by
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Hierarchical
Cluster Analysis (HCA) and Partial Least Squares (PLS).A
priori, computed (at DFT 6-31G** level) and molecular
graphics and modeling descriptors were employed. Mo-
lecular graphics and modeling studies of crystal structures of
complexes progesterone receptor (PR)-progesterone, Fab�-
progesterone and PR-metribolone have been performed.
QSAR of progestogens is a three-dimensional phenomenon
(over 96% of information is explained by the first three

Principal Components), which can be, although it exhibits
significant non-linearity, treated well with linear methods
such as PLS. Progestogen activity depends primarily on
double bond contents and resonance effects which define
the skeletal conformation, and also on substituent charac-
teristics (size, conformational and electronic properties).
Sterical relationships between a substituent at C6(sp2) or
C6(sp3)-� and sulfur atom from Met 801 residue of PR are
important for progesterone binding to the protein and can
be quantified. Basically the same was observed for sub-
stituents at �-C10 with respect to residue Met759.
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Abbreviations:
PR � progesterone receptor
HCA �Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
MMFF �molecular mechanics force field
VWN �Vosco-Wilk-Nussair
ROP � relative oral progestatinal activity
AOP � acetoxyprogesterone
X � the substituent atom covalently bound to C6

X� � any other substituent atom except X

List of Symbols
pIC activity defined as log(1/IC)
pICexp experimental activity
pICpre calculated activity
m the number of multiple bonds counted as the number of �-

electron pairs (for set I)
n the weighted number of non-� valence electrons of the

multiple bonds and heteroatoms
k the number of changes in substitutents with respect to the

most active molecule VI in set I
V van der Waals volume of substituent at C6(sp2) or �-

substituent at C6(sp3)
N6 the number of electrons from double bonds, free pairs of O

and of halogen of substituent at C6
Lj frontier orbital density at j-th skeleton atom
L13 frontier orbital density at C13
L14 frontier orbital density at C14
M4 unweighted 3D-Morse descriptor (signals 4)
M11 unweighted 3D-Morse descriptor (signals 11)
R0 Rte GETAWAY descriptor
S6 the projected area of the substituent at C6 with hydrogens
S6� the projected area of the substituent at C6 without hydrogens

S the projected area of H6� and substituents at C1, C2, C6-�,
C9�C13, C21

P1 the cumulative descriptor P1� S� S6�
DXS the X S distance
DCX the X�C6 bond length
D�XS the X� S distance
D�XX the X�X� bond length or any other bond length in the

substituent
RS van der Waals radius of methionine sulfur
RX van der Waals radius of atom X
R�X van der Waals radius of atom X�
� parameter calculated as ��DXS� (RS�RX)
P6 molecular modeling descriptor including geometry around

X, defined as P6� S (RS��� � )/DXS.
y dependent variable in parabolic fit y� a� b x� c x2
x independent variable in y� a� b x� c x2
a, b, c the regression coefficients in y� a� b x� c x2
�(a), �(b), �(c) the statistical errors of the coefficients a, b, c,
n� descriptor defined as n�� n� (c/b)n 2

m� descriptor defined as m��m� (c/b)m2

L13� descriptor defined as L13��L13� (c/b)L213
D5±10 the length of C5�C10 bond
D9±10 the length of C9�C10 bond
R the correlation coefficient from prediction
Q the correlation coefficient from validation
DH the minimum distance of PR and water atoms (including

hydrogens) from a particular progesterone hydrogen atom
D the minimum distance of PR and water atoms (excluding

hydrogens) from a particular progesterone hydrogen atom
�H the sum of valence electrons of PR and water atoms

(including hydrogens) inside 5.5 ä cut-off distance sphere
around a particular progesterone hydrogen atom

� the sum of valence electrons of PR and water atoms
(excluding hydrogens) inside 5.5 ä cut-off distance sphere
around a particular progesterone hydrogen atom
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1 Introduction

Progestogens are widely known as oral contraceptives, but
the current literature reveals that health research [1 ± 4]
(hormone replacement and various anti-cancer therapies,
gynecological disorders etc.) and veterinary science [5, 6]
are today the two most promising areas of their application.
The lack of large and homogeneous progestogen activity
data is the major limitation to have an entirely clear picture
of the progestogen behavior at molecular level. This class of
compounds has been target of various (Quantitative)
Structure-Activity Relationship (Q)SAR studies in the
last four decades [7]. These studies were confronting the
difficulty in describing well the molecular properties of
progestogens without having the 3D receptor-drug complex
structure, and in treating the non-linearity of steroid QSAR
[8]. Recently, the crystal structure of progesterone receptor
(PR)-progesterone complex [9] made it possible to explain
mutations at atomic level [10] and perform more promising
drug design. In previous work [11], SAR studies of oral
contraceptive activity (OCA) of set I (I ±VIII) of proges-
terones, and oral progestational activities (OPA) of 17�-
acetoxyprogesterones in set II (1 ± 24), presented inFigure 1
and Table 1, were performed. The authors employed
molecular descriptors calculated by semi-empirical mo-
lecular orbital methods. The aim of the present work is to
apply different methods and descriptors to extend the study
toQSAR level in order to deepen the knowledge on the PR-
progestogenbinding.Aprioridescriptors [12, 13], computed
molecular descriptors at ab initio level, and molecular
graphics andmodeling descriptors are used in thiswork. The
relationships among the descriptors and among the samples
are studied using Principal Component (PCA) and Hier-
archical Cluster (HCA)Analyses [14]. Partial Least Squares
(PLS) regression [14] is used to build models for both
progestogen data sets and to predict activities of proposed
progestogen derivatives. Molecular graphics is employed at

qualitative (3D visualization of molecular and crystal
structure of PR-progesterone complex) and quantitative
level (generation of molecular graphics and modeling
descriptors). Structural study of PR-progesterone and
related complexes Fab�-progesterone and PR-metribolone
serves as a supporting tool for the chemometric analysis.

2 Methodology

2.1 Modeling and Geometry Optimization of Progestogens

Molecular structure of progesterone was built, optimized
with MMFF94 force field [15] (Monte Carlo conforma-
tional search), semi-empirical PM3 [16] and finally with
ab initio density-functional method, DFT, (6-31G**,
VWN functional [17]) incorporated in Titan [18].
Structures of progestogens were built by modifying the
structure of progesterone optimized with PM3, and then
they were optimized at the same DFT level. Molecular
properties for all the molecules were calculated at this
DFT level.

2.2 Generation of Molecular Descriptors

The oral contraceptive activities for set I are from literature
[19]. The original data are given as inhibition of ovulation
(mg/d), were converted arbitrarily to IC (the molar concen-
tration of drug daily necessary to inhibit ovulation [11]) and
further to the form pIC� log(1/IC). The activities for set II
are relative oral progestatinal activity (ROPA) (Clauberg
assay) taken from literature [20], where the reference
compound is norethindrone (1).
There are many ways to generate descriptors in (Q)SAR

studies. Information that can be obtained from (Q)SAR
depends very much on the type of descriptors. Whole
molecular, substituent, atomic and bond descriptors for
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Table 1. The IUPAC names of progestogens (AOP� acetoxyprogesterone)*
Mol. Name* Mol. Name*

I progesterone 9 6�-bromo-17�-AOP
II norethisterone (norethindrone) 10 6�-methyl-17�-AOP
III norgestimate 11 6�-choro-17�-AOP
IV levonorgestrel 12 6�-bromo-1-dehydro-17�-AOP
V desogestrel 13 6�-fluoro-1-dehydro-17�-AOP
VI gestodene 14 6-fluoro-1,6-bisdehydro-17�-AOP
VII 17-deacetylnorgestimate 15 6�-methyl-1-dehydro-17�-AOP
VIII 5-�-dihydrotestosterone 16 6�-chloro-1-dehydro-17�-AOP
1 norethisterone (norethindrone) 17 6-methyl-1,6-bisdehydro-17�-AOP
2 17�-AOP 18 6-methyl-6-dehydro-17�-AOP
3 17-�-ethinyltestosterone 19 6-fluoro-6-dehydro-17�-AOP
4 21-chloro-1,6-bisdehydro-17�-AOP 20 6-chloro-1,6-bisdehydro-17�-AOP
5 6�-nitro-17�-AOP 21 6-chloro-6-dehydro-17�-AOP
6 6�-chloro-17�-AOP 22 17�-hydroxy-17�-ethynil-gona-4-ene-3-one
7 6�-fluoro-17�-AOP 23 6-iodo-6-dehydro-17�-AOP
8 21-fluoro-1,6-bisdehydro-17�-AOP 24 6-ethyl-6-dehydro-17�-AOP

* Set I: molecules I ±VIII; set II: molecules 1 ± 24. Note that there is only one molecule in common for both sets: II and 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of set I (top and top right, I ±VIII) and set II (1 ± 24) of progestogens including multiple bonds, free electron pairs and the nomenclature
system (right). Training sets: I ±VI, 1 ± 21. Prediction sets: VII and VIII, 22 ± 24. Surface areas S and S6 for set II are also shown (right bottom).
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both sets of progestogens were generated in three different
ways as follows.
a) A priori descriptors [12, 13], ™known before∫ any

sophisticated computer-assisted calculation. They are sim-
ple descriptors based on 2D chemical structures and
chemical intuition, sometimes using well-known tabulated
data, and can be calculated without computer aid. They are
defined in this study in the following way:
m ± the number ofmultiple chemical bonds counted as the

number of �-electron pairs (i.e. those pairs that eventually
can participate in �...� intermolecular interactions), as
follows: 1 for double bond, 2 for triple bond;
n ± theweighted number of non-� valence electrons of the

multiple bonds and heteroatoms (which can participate in
electron delocalization and �...� interactions), counted in
the following way: 2 for double bond, 2 for triple bond
(overall population 0.5 for each electron since the two �-
orbitals are mutually perpendicular and subject to free
rotation), 2 for O in �OH and �O�, and 3 for halogens
(overall population 0.5 for each electron due to free
rotation) with added electrons from �CH�, �CH2�and
�CH3 aliphatic groups (i.e. from C-H groups involved in
hyperconjugation) in the neighborhood of multiple bonds
(effective population 0.577 per electron for fixed regular
tetrahedral groups and 0.5 for free rotation groups);
k ± the number of changes in substitutents with respect to

the most active molecule VI in set I, counted in a way that
each presence/absence of substituent at some position, as
well as change of the substituent at the same position,
counts 1;
V ± van der Waals volume of substituent at C6(sp2) or �-

substituent at C6(sp3) (�CH3, �Cl, �F, �H, �Br, �I,
�CH2CH3,�NO2), as the sum of volume increments [21];
N6 ± thenumberof electrons fromdouble bonds, free pairs

of O and of halogen (if halogen is conjugated with a double
bond) of C6 substituent.
b) Structural and electronic descriptors from DFT

calculations.
Lj ± frontier orbital density [22] at j-th skeleton atom as

Lj��i c2ij where cij is an atomic orbital coefficient at j-th
atom in i-th molecular orbital (LUMO);
M4, M11 ± unweighted 3D-Morse descriptors (signals 4,

11) [23];
R0 ± Rte GETAWAY descriptor, and other molecular

descriptors using Dragon [24];
other descriptors calculated by Titan ± partial atomic

charges, total and frontier orbital energies, dipole moments,
moments of inertia, lipophilicity, ovality, bond lengths in the
steroid skeleton etc.
c) Molecular graphics-based descriptors called molecular

graphics and modeling descriptors [13, 25 ± 27], calculated
for set II.
These descriptors can be calculated by measuring surface

areas of atoms, molecules or functional groups projected
orthogonally onto the plane of projection (the paper of the
picture printout) [13]. Additionally measured structural
parameters like non-bonding distances, can be useful in

combination with these surface areas. In the present study,
the progestogen molecules were aligned in the view along
C6(sp2)-substituent or C6(sp3)-�-substituent bond (viewing
from the substituent towards the progesterone skeleton) by
using PLATON [28], and a few areas were measured by
empirical method [13] (Figure 1 right down). These areas
were used as molecular graphics descriptors:
S6, S6� ± the projected area of the substituent at C6 with

and without hydrogens, respectively. S6� was set to zero for
the C6-�H atom;
S ± the projected area of H6� and substituents at C1, C2,

C6-�, C9�C13, C21
P1 ± the cumulative descriptor P1� S� S6�
Substitution effects include changes inmolecular size and

partially in its shape, in the double bond contents in rings
A-C, and conformational changes of the ringsA-C.All these
structural variations of the set are reflected well in the
measured areas S6 and S, and this phenomenon seems to be
in accordance with the induced fit model for steroids [7],
where thePRmolecule adopts an appropriate conformation
to maximize the binding with the steroid molecule. This was
the reason to calculate molecular graphics-based descrip-
tors as chemically understandable concepts, easy to derive.
Molecularmodeling descriptors incorporated parameters

of progesterone-methionine 801 interaction geometry
based on the crystal structure of PR-progesterone complex
[9] in the following way. Molecules of various derivatives of
progesterone were modeled by changing substituents at C6
(H, CH3, CH2CH3, NO2, F, Cl, Br, I) in PR-progesterone
complex, and some PR-progestogen geometry parameters
were measured by Titan. Van der Waals radii by Bondi [29]
were used, and � parameter was calculated as ��DXS�
(RS�RX) where DXS is the X...S distance (X is the
substituent atom covalently bound to C6, and S is sulfur
atom from themethionine residue),RS,RX are vanderWaals
radii of methionine sulfur (1.80 ä and of X. It can happen
thatX sterically hinders the progestogen binding toPR.This
justifies the generation of some molecular graphics and
modeling descriptors taking into account the geometry
around X, such as descriptor P6 defined as P6� S (RS��� � /
DXS where RS���� is normalized with respect to the X...S
distance. Information on substitutions at other positions is
introduced to P6 by surface area S.

2.3 Chemometrics

Studyof nonlinear relationships betweenpICandmolecular
descriptors in set I, and betweenROPA and (V,N6) in set II,
was performed.Molecules with similar structural character-
istics were grouped and linear y� a� b x and parabolic
relationships y� a� b x� c x2 (y�pIC or ROPA, x�V, N6

or descriptors in set I) were established using Matlab 5.4
[30]. Statistical t-test on regression coefficients was per-
formed in order to find if linearity or simple non-linearity is
relevant for these steric and electronic descriptors.
The generated knowledge-based a priori and molecular

graphics andmodeling descriptors showedmoderate to high
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correlation with the two biological activities (correlation
coefficients above 0.5). In order to have more complete
description on progestogens, variable selection for mo-
lecular descriptors generated by other methods was per-
formed based on the correlation matrix. Only a few steric
and electronic descriptors from DFTwere selected (cut-off
for correlation coefficient 0.5). In order to find a suitable
electrotopological or similar descriptors, the variable selec-
tion for descriptors generated by Dragon was carried out in
the same way. Only a few electrotopological descriptors
have been selected. After the variable selection, the
obtained data sets were autoscaled prior to QSAR analysis.
PCA and HCA were applied on the training (set I: I ±VI;
set II: 1 ± 21) and training� prediction set (set I: I ±VIII;
set II: 1 ± 24). Incremental linkage method was used in
HCA.
PLS models were built and validated by leave-one-out

cross-validationusing thedescriptors previously selected for
PCA and HCA. Biological activity for five molecules (VII,
VIII from set I, 22 ± 24 from set II) were predicted. The PLS
models were compared to analogous PCR (Principal
Component Regression) models.
All PCA, HCA and PLS/PCR calculations were per-

formed by using Piroutte software [31].

2.4 Molecular Graphics and Modeling Studies on PR-
Progesterone Complex

Progesterone hydrogens in PR-progesterone complex [9]
were generated by Titan. The neighborhood (enzyme and
water) space inside 5.5 ä cut-off distance sphere (deter-
mined in previous study as the most suitable [13]) around
each progesterone hydrogen atom was described by four
steric and electronic descriptors, as has been shown to be an
efficient approach for HIV-1 peptidic inhibitors [13]. First,
the minimum intermolecular distance between a particular
progesterone hydrogen atom and surrounding neighbor-
hood atoms was measured: as D excluding the hydrogen

atoms from the neighborhood, and asDH including them. In
the next step, the neighborhood atoms inside the cut-off
sphere were counted, and the corresponding numbers of
valence electrons were summed: � ± the sum of valence
electrons from the neighborhood non-hydrogen atoms, �H ±
the analogous sum including the neighborhood hydrogens.
Local routines [32] were used to perform these calculations.
The four descriptors were autoscaled and treated by PCA
and HCA in a standard procedure. The most appropriate
linkage method in HCA was selected on the basis of its
interpretability in terms of 3D progesterone and PR-
progesterone complex structures i.e. to recognize the
clusters of hydrogens in the PR-progesterone crystal
structure [9]. Thisway, the complete linkagemethod showed
to be superior to the single and incremental methods. The
objective of these PCA and HCA analyses was to find out
which progesterone hydrogens are suitable for substitution
with respect to the free space around them in the PR
pockets.
Steric, hydrophobic and electronic PR-progesterone

complementarity, geometry of specific intermolecular in-
teractions and search for free space for new substituents was
performed by the molecular graphics software WebLab
ViewerLite [33]. Fixed PR and progesterone in PR-proges-
terone complex were studied by modifying progesterone
into progestogens: substituents from sets I and II were
generated in empty PR pockets by using Titan.
Such visualization of steric, hydrophobic and electronic

PR-progesterone relationships helps to understand proges-
terone activity as a phenomenon determined by these
steroid properties. Eventhough geometry of such complexes
have not been optimized, they can aid in better under-
standing of drug-receptor interaction. Besides, PR flexibil-
ity is limited and so large amino-acid displacement caused
by insertion of a big substituent is not expected. This
approach, based on unoptimized geometry of a drug-
receptor complex, can be called a priori modeling, as has
been shown for peptidic HIV-1 protease inhibitors [13]. It is
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Table 2. Structure-activity data for set I*

Ds.a\Mol I II III IV V VI VII VIII

pICb
exp 3.02 5.77 6.17 6.62 6.71 6.89 (active)c (inact.)c

pICb
pre 3.04 5.77 6.30 6.43 6.60 7.04 6.08 0.23

m 3 4 5 4 4 5 4 1
n 10.462 11.462 15.462 13.462 15.770 16.6161 13.462 6.308
k 4 1 2 0 2 0 1 3
D5±10/ä 1.510 1.500 1.501 1.500 1.506 1.501 1.502 1.511
D1±10/ä 1.528 1.520 1.522 1.520 1.522 1.519 1.521 1.507
D9±10/ä 1.547 1.523 1.533 1.533 1.529 1.532 1.532 1.548
L13 0.0433 0.0676 0.0704 0.0669 0.0573 0.0668 0.0740 0.0429
L14 0.0378 0.0293 0.0214 0.0292 0.0143 0.0289 0.0226 0.0371
R0 32 29 30 29 30 28 29 32
m� 2.011 2.242 2.254 2.253 2.242 2.242 2.242 0.890
n� 6.773 7.035 7.405 7.355 7.389 7.312 7.355 4.967
L13� 0.0281 0.0305 0.0301 0.0305 0.0306 0.0306 0.0295 0.0280

a Molecular descriptors. D5±10, D1±10 and D9±10 are bond C5�C10, C1�C10 and C9�C10 lengths, respectively. See text for explanation for the definition of
other descriptors. b The experimental and predicted (PLS) biological activity as �logIC. c Predicted in literature as active/inactive [11].
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assumed that there would not be more than approximately
1 ä displacement between the raw and optimized complex
geometries at the active site hole.
Visualization of two related complexes, PR-R1881

(R1881 or metribolone; PDB: 1E3K) [10] and Fab×-proges-
terone (PDB: 1DBB) [34] was performed by Titan and
WebLab ViewerLite and compared to PR-progesterone
complex at qualitative level.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Set I of Progestogens

3.1.1 Non-linear Relationships in Set I

Twelve selected molecular descriptors are listed in Table 2.
L13 and L14 are LUMO electron densities at C13 and C14,
respectively. Non-linearity of pIC-x relationship (x is any
molecular descriptor) was studied by comparing the corre-
lation coefficients r between experimental (pICexp) and
calculated (pICpre) activities, the mean absolute deviation �
of pICpre from pICexp, the ratios a/�(a), b/�(b), c/�(c) from
linear pIC� a� b x and parabolic pIC� a� b x� c x2 fits
(�(a), �(b), �(c) are statistical errors of the coefficients a, b,
c, respectively), and the corresponding t-values. Visual
inspection of pIC-x plot was also performed. In general,
parabolic fits havemuch higher coefficients r and low � than
linear fits for some descriptors. Visual inspection and the
ratios a/�(a), b/�(b), c/�(c) showed that parabolic regression
can be used only in the case of molecular descriptors n, m,
L13. The Student test maximum probability for linear/
parabolic fits are 0.82/0.16, 0.92/0.04, and 0.65/0.03 for n, m
and L13, respectively. Thus new descriptors, including non-
linear terms from the parabolic fits, were calculated: n�, m�,
L13� of the form x�� x� (c/b) x2 (Table 2). Figure 2 illustrates
non-linear relationships pIC-x, where x is n,m and L13. The

non-linearity is quite pronounced, thus a simple linear
approximation would not be the most appropriate. What
would be implication of the non-linearity? pIC reaches its
maximum with respect to the variation of any of the three
descriptors, n, m and L13. The physical meaning of the two
descriptors, n and m, is somewhat similar. Roughly speak-
ing, they represent the total number of loosely bound
electrons in the molecule. L13 is electron density of LUMO
at C13. n,m and L13 must take certain optimum values (in a
range being not too small nor too large), in order to attain
thehighest activity (pIC). This is quite reasonable, due to the
specific nature of the receptor (PR). The number, position,
size, shape, electronic properties of the substituents which
are appropriate for hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic, polar
and other intermolecular interactions can exhibit non-
linearity when the enzyme pockets are limited in size and
flexibility, predominantly hydrophobic or polar. The values
of descriptors such as n, m and L13 must be also limited.

3.1.2 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis

The results of HCA analysis are shown in Figure 3. The
analysis included all the samples and 10 variables; m and k
were excluded in variable selection for PLS, and for the sake
of the same consistencewere excluded inHCA.Dendogram
of variables (Figure 3a) exhibits two well defined clusters.
The four-membered one contains R0,D5±10,D9±10, L14 which
decrease as pIC increases. The variables in the other cluster
n, n�, m�, L13, L13� (with exception of D1±10) increase as pIC
increases. These observations can be checked using the data
in Table 2. It is interesting to note that the similarity index
betweenL13 andL13� is only 0.66, and between n and n� is not
greater than 0.71. These facts indicate that non-linear terms
included in molecular descriptors n� and L13� contain some
useful information for (Q)SAR study of set I.
Dendogram of samples (Figure 3b) consists of two

separated clusters: the small one (low active or inactive I
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Figure 2. Non-linear activity-molecular descriptor relationships in set I: a) pIC-m; b) pIC-n; c) pIC-L13, where m is the number of
multiple bonds, n is the weighted number of non-� valence electrons, and L13 is the frontier orbital density at C13.
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andVIII) and the big one (moderately and highly active II ±
VII). The position of samples VII and VIII in the dendo-
gram is, in general, in accordance with previous predictions
of their progestational activities [11], that is,VII is active and
VIII is low active. Besides, the structural characteristics (see
Figure 1) determine the clustering in Figure 3b. I and VIII
differ only in the presence ofMe group at position 21 and in
hybridization around C4�C5 bond, what makes them to be
the little cluster. Molecules II ±VII belong to other class of
progesterone derivatives, 17-�-acethylene progesterones.
Molecules IVandVI differ only in the formal multiplicity of
the bondC15�C16 (similarity index 0.84), and III andVII in
the presence of MeCO-group at position 17-� (similarity
index 0.85). These two sub-clusters are clearly visible in
Figure 3b. Furthermore, II differs from IV only in the
presence of Me instead of Et at position 18. MoleculeV has
no C�O group at position 3 but has ethylene group at C11,
what makes this molecule to be the most isolated in the big
cluster.

3.1.3 Principal Component Analysis

The first three principal components (PCs) describe 93.86%
information of the original data set. The loadings plots

(Figure 4a, b) reveal two well separated groups with respect
to PC1. These groups are equivalent to the two clusters in
HCA (Figure 3b). PC3 shows that L13 and L13�, as well as n
and n� do not contain the same information. The distance
between the variables in each pair is pronounced, being
more than 25%of themaximum distance betweenD5±10 and
L14 along PC3. Furthermore, there are more pairs of other
(™linear∫) variables characterized by �25% of the max-
imum distance in PC3.
The scores plots (Figure 4c, d) exhibit a cluster containing

molecules II ±VII, while I is far and VIII even farther from
the cluster. This arrangement of the samples reminds on
dendogram of samples (Figure 3b). Low active I and VIII
are characterized by longbondsD5±10 andD9±10 (compare the
loadings and the scores plots in Figure 4); molecules II ±VII
have shorter bondsD5±10 andD9±10, the lengths of which are
in narrow intervals 1.500 ± 1.506 and 1.523 ± 1.533 ä, re-
spectively (Table 2). By other words, the degree of electron
delocalization via mechanisms of conjugation and hyper-
conjugation is less pronounced in skeleton of I andVIII than
that of II ±VII. High contribution of descriptors n, n�,m� to
PC2 (Figure 4a, b) i. e. higher contents ofmultiple bonds and
non-� valence electrons, is another aspect confirming the
fact on electron delocalization in progestogens skeleton.
Moderately and highly active compounds have also highL13,
L13� and low L14, what could reflect the importance of
hydrophobic substituent at position 13 (Me, Et) in inter-
molecular interaction with hydrophobic residues of PR. It
can be said that, in general, the PCA results agree with the
HCA results.

3.1.4 Partial Least Squares

The best PLSmodel (training set: I ±VI, prediction set:VII,
VIII) included 10 variables and 3 PCs reaching Q2� 0.739,
R2� 0.992. This model is better than the analogous PCR
model (Q2� 0.669, R2� 0.978). It can be noticed that the
non-linearity in variables n� and L13� is crucial for these
models. By excluding the two variables, it becomes impos-
sible to construct good models (PLS with 3 PCs:Q2� 0.117,
R2� 0.975; PCR with 2 PCs: Q2� 0.000, R2� 0.949, while
with 3 PCs is even worse). The predicted activities by the
PLS model with linear descriptors (Table 2) do not deviate
from experimental activities more than 0.19 in log units
(pIC). Compound VII is predicted active (Table 2), almost
as III. The dendogram (Figure 3b) and the scores plots
(Figure 4c, d) show significant similarity between these two
compounds, not being a surprize that they behave equally in
biological sense. Compound VIII is predicted inactive
(Table 2), what is in accord to HCA (Figure 3b) and PCA
(Figure 4c, d) studies. Besides, the previous work [11]
confirms the predictions for VII and VIII. The regression
vector (Table 3) can lead to some conclusions about non-
linearity in progestogen QSAR. The coefficient for L13� is
greater than that of L13 (their absolute values are consid-
ered). Besides, the regression coefficients for n and n� are
practically equal, while the coefficient form� is greater than
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Figure 3. The results of Hierarchical Cluster Analysis for set I:
a) dendogram of variables exhibiting two clusters, depending on if
variables increase (smaller cluster) or decrease (bigger cluster) as
pIC increases; b) dendogram of samples consisting of two
progestogen classes: low active/inactive (I, VIII) and moderate-
ly/highly active (II ±VII).
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those for other four descriptors (D5±10,D9±10,L13,L14). These
comparisons reconfirm the importance of introducing non-
linear terms into molecular descriptors for progestogens.

3.2 Set II of Progestogens

3.2.1 Non-linear Relationships in Set II

Activity (ROPA, Table 5 depends parabolically on van der
Waals volume (V) of substituents at C6 orC21 in sets (12, 13,
15, 16) and (2, 7, 9 ± 11), as is presented in Figure 5. The
corresponding maximum linear/parabolic fit probabilities
from the Student test are 0.73/0.11 and 0.22/0.16, respec-
tively. Sample 5 was excluded from further analysis due to
relatively high deviation.Analytically obtained parabola for
set (2, 4, 8) is very much similar to these two parabolas
(practically the same shape, see Figure 5a). Each parabola
means that the activity changeswith the size of substituent at
C6 or C21. The differences among the parabolas in position
with respect to the origin confirm that significant contribu-

tion to activity comes from the skeleton conformation i.e.
the number and distribution of double bonds in it. The
activities for other two sets (14, 17, 20) and (18, 19, 21),
depend parabolically onValso (the two parabolas are of the
same shape, Figure 5b).ThemaximumStudent probabilities
for linear fit for these two parabolas and for that for (2, 4, 8)
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Figure 4. The results of Principal Component Analysis for set I: the loadings plots ± a) PC1 vs. PC2, and b) PC1 vs. PC3; the scores plots
± c) PC1 vs. PC2; d) PC1 vs. PC3.

Table 3. The PLS regression vector for set I

Descriptor Coefficient

n 0.20
D5±10 0.0016
D1±10 � 0.18
D9±10 0.0034
L13 � 0.043
L14 � 0.066
R0 � 0.21
m� 0.11
n� 0.21
L13� 0.19
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confirm that linearity as not being the relevant relation with
activity for variable V (0.67, 0.64, 0.91, respectively). These
molecules are characterized by relatively flat region be-
tween C3 and C7. Activity is also parabolically dependent
on the number of partially delocalized electrons N6 in sets
with the same substituent at C6: CH3 (10, 15, 17, 18), Cl (11,
16, 20, 21) and F (7, 13, 14, 19), as shown in Figure 5c. The
maximum Student probabilities for linear/parabolic fits are
0.68/0.04, 0.40/0.13 and 0.61/0.11, respectively. The number
of double bonds in steroid rings also shows to be non-
linearly related with the activity, as is in Figure 5d. The
Student maximum probability for the linear/parabolic fit is
0.24/0.004. Dispersion around the parabola is pronounced,
indicating thatmoleculeswith commonproperties shouldbe
treated as separated sets, as was the case in Figures 5b and
5c. These non-linear trends in progesterone QSAR can be
explained as follows. ROPA has its maximum when the
value of V, N6 and the number of double bonds in steroid
rings takes optimumvalue. The value ofV, for instance,must
not be too small neither too large in order for a steroid to
attain high biological activity (ROPA). Similar interpreta-
tion to that for V and N6 applies to the number of double
bonds in steroid rings. All these observations on non-
linearity in set II are analogous to those in set I.

3.2.2 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis

Table 4 contains measured projected surface areas S6 and S.
Geometrical parameters of C6-S(Met801) are in Table 5.
These data were used to calculate molecular graphics and
modeling descriptors (see Methodology). Five molecular
descriptors were chosen in the variable selection step
(Table 6). Dendogram of variables (Figure 6a) shows that
M11 is isolated and M4 is relatively distant from the
molecular graphics descriptors (S6�, P1, P6). The similarity
index between P1 and S6� is 0.80, what is in accord with the
definition of P1 (see the methodology section). Surprisingly,
the similarity index between P6 and P1 is only 0.62, meaning
that introducing parameters of PR-progesterone geometry
(�,DXS, Table 5) into molecular graphics descriptors brings
somenew information about progestogenbinding to thePR.
Dendogram of samples (Figure 6b) exhibits two distinct

clusters; the smaller one contains samples with low bio-
logical activity (see Table 6). The big cluster consists of two
sub-clusters; most of molecules in one of them are moder-
ately active, and in the other most of molecules are highly
active. Compounds 22, 23 and 24 are predicted as low,
moderately and highly active, respectively. One would
expect such a trend due to molecular structure of these
molecules.
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Table 4. Measured projected areas S6 and S for set II

No S6/ä2* S/ä2* C6** others# Mol S6/ä2* S/ä2* C6** others#

1 4.44(4) 6.59(4) H 7H, 2CH3 13 6.70(4) 6.84(4) F 3H, 2CH3

2 4.77(4) 9.48(5) H 6H, 2CH3 14 6.77(4) 9.11(5) F 2H, 2CH3

3 4.76(4) 7.91(4) H 6H, 2CH3 15 11.89(5) 6.45(4) CH3 3H, 2CH3

4 4.45(4) 9.88(5) H 2H, 2CH3, Cl 16 9.67(4) 7.78(4) Cl 3H, 2CH3

5 13.87(6) 5.88(4) NO2 5H, 2CH3 17 12.10(5) 8.94(5) CH3 2H, 2CH3

6 4.30(4) 9.91(5) H 5H, 2CH3 18 12.17(6) 10.01(5) CH3 4H, 2CH3

7 6.59(4) 9.00(5) F 5H, 2CH3 19 6.70(4) 10.12(5) F 4H, 2CH3

8 4.46(4) 9.65(5) H 2H, 2CH3, F 20 9.65(5) 9.41(5) Cl 2H, 2CH3

9 10.86(5) 8.97(5) Br 5H, 2CH3 21 9.55(5) 10.78(5) Cl 4H, 2CH3

10 12.09(6) 8.48(5) CH3 5H, 2CH3 22 4.41(3) 3.24(3) H 7H
11 9.49(5) 8.18(5) Cl 5H, 2CH3 23 12.37(6) 10.18(5) I 4H, 2CH3

12 10.80(5) 7.41(4) Br 3H, 2CH3 24 17.94(7) 8.03(5) Et 4H, CH3, Et

* Experimental errors in brackets. ** S6 is measured for C6 substituent. #S is measured for other substituents (see text).

Table 5. Some parameters of the C6�S(Met 801) geometry
C6 DCX/äa DXS/äb D�XS/äc RX/äd R�X/äe D�XX/äf �/äg

H 1.096 4.290 3.637 1.70 1.20 ± 0.790
CH3 1.531 3.441 2.947, 2.978, 4.013 1.70 1.20 1.096 �0.059
NO2 1.471 3.466 3.527, 3.321 1.46 1.52 1.210 0.206
F 1.383 3.503 ± 1.47 ± ± 0.233
Cl 1.772 3.352 ± 1.75 ± ± � 0.198
Br 1.933 3.301 ± 1.85 ± ± � 0.349
I 2.132 3.247 ± 1.98 ± ± � 0.533
Et 1.531 3.441 C: 4.677,

H: 2.947, 2.978, 4.602, 5.326, 5.343
1.70 C: 1.70,

H: 1.20
C: 1.531,
H: 1.096

�0.059

a X�C6 bond length (X ± the substituent atom covalently bounded to C6). b X...S distance (S from Met 801). c X�...S distance (X� is any other substituent atom
except X). d van der Waals radius of X. e van der Waals radius of X�. f X�X� bond length as well as other bond lengths in the substituent. g � parameter (see
text).
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3.2.3 Principal Component Analysis

Set II can be well described by three PCs (96.04% of total
original information). Variables are grouped basically in the
same way as in HCA. Molecular graphics descriptors have
predominant contribution in PC1 (Table 7), whileM4 is the
most important for PC2. PC3 is mostly related toM11.
Clusters of low, moderately and highly active samples are

observed in PC1-PC2 scores plot (Figure 7a) in the same
way as in HCA (Figure 6b). Highly active compounds are
positively related to molecular graphics-based descriptors

and negatively to M11. The opposite is for low active
compounds, while moderately active stand between these
two tendencies. Molecular-graphics based descriptors con-
tain information on more factors determining PR-proges-
togen binding: progestogen conformation (especially of
rings A and B), content of �- and lone pair electrons,
substituent position, and some substituent properties (main-
ly steric). By other words, these descriptors correspond to
enhancedprogestogen fitting to thePRactive site hole,what
is the reason why the quadrant PC1� 0, PC2� 0 is occupied
mosty by highly active molecules (Figure 7a). In PC1-PC3
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Figure 5. Non-linear activity (ROPA) ± molecular descriptor (x) relationships in set II: a) for x�V, represented by three parabolas with
the same shape; b) for x�V, for all the five parabolas; c) for �N6 represented by three parabolas; d) for x� the number of double bonds
in steroid rings, visualized by one parabola. V is the van der Waals volume of substituent at C6(sp2) or a-substituent at C6(sp3). N6 is the
number of electrons from double bonds and lone pairs of oxygen or halogen atom at C6.
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plot (Figure 7b) the samples are arranged in three lines: (1,
3), (2, 4, 6 ± 11, 13, 14, 16, 20, 24) and (5, 12, 15, 17 ± 19, 21 ±
23) corresponding to three distinct values ofM11 (0,�1,�2,
respectively). Activity for 22 ± 24 is predicted as in HCA
(compare Figures 6b and 7a).

3.2.4 Partial Least Squares

The best PLSmodel (Figure 8) with three PCs reachesQ2�
0.692,R2� 0.811. The PCRmodel (Q2� 0.693,R2� 0.805) is
similar to thePLSmodel. Significant deviations of predicted
activities from experimental (greater than 4 in IC units) are
obtained for samples 9, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21 (Table 5). Activities
for samples 22 ± 24 are predicted as expected. 22 without
CH3 groups at positions 10 and 13 should be low active (too
small inhibitor, doesn×t interact with S from Met801); 23
with large monoatomic C6-substitutent (iodine atom), due
to sterical hindrance to S(Met 801) could be low to

moderately active; 24 with CH3CH2 at position 6 could be
highly active (it fits into the pocket better than any
monoatomic or spherical polyatomic substituent). Geome-
try parameters in Table 5 illustrate well such behavior. The
C6�X bond length (see Methodology section) and the
molecular volume vary as the substituent at 6-� position
changes; this results in more or less preferable interaction
with S(Met 801). In the case of CH3 and CH3CH2, there is a
C...S and twoH...S interactions at thedistance of sumsof van
der Waals radii (Table 5). In other words, situation in which
� parameter is close to zero represents the best choice for
substituents with respect toMet 801 residue. The regression
vector (Table 8) exhibits important contribution of all
molecular graphics descriptors. ROPA increases as S6�, P1
andP6 increase. Highly active compounds are characterized
by high S6�, P1, P6 and lowM4,M11 in PCA also (see Tables 7
and 8).
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Table 6. Structure-activity data for set II. Experimental [19] and predicted (PLS) Relative Oral Progestational Activities (ROPA) are
listed in the last two columns.

No M4 M11 S6�/ä2 P1/ä2 P6/ä2 ICexp ICpred

1 10 0 0 6.59 1.55 1 0.23
2 11 �1 0 9.48 2.23 0.07 0.17
3 11 0 0 7.91 1.86 0.20 0.15
4 9 �1 0 9.88 2.33 0.20 0.71
5 12 �2 7.49 13.37 2.70 0.25 0.43
6 10 �1 0 9.91 2.33 0.50 0.37
7 11 �1 6.59 15.59 4.03 1a 1.85
8 8 �1 0 9.65 2.27 1 1.31
9 11 �1 10.86 19.83 3.94 1 4.89
10 12 �1 9.08 17.56 4.29 2.50b 1.87
11 11 �1 9.49 17.67 3.91 2.50b 3.27
12 10 �2 10.80 18.21 3.26 6 5.17
13 9 �1 6.70 13.54 3.06 6 3.85
14 8 �1 6.77 15.88 4.08 8 14.66
15 11 �2 9.08 15.53 3.26 8 1.64
16 10 �1 9.67 17.45 3.72 8 5.88
17 9 �2 9.08 18.02 4.52 10 13.58
18 10 �2 9.08 19.09 5.06 12 9.79
19 9 �2 6.70 16.82 4.52 15 8.47
20 8 �1 9.65 19.06 4.50 35 36.21
21 9 �2 9.55 20.33 5.15 50 23.58
22 9 �2 0 3.24 0.76 ± 0.17
23 13 �2 12.37 22.55 3.97 ± 1.77
24 9 �1 14.14 22.17 4.06 ± 39.54

a Reference [35]. b Reference [36].

Table 7. PCA results for set II.

PC1 PC2 PC3

M4 0.091 0.978 0.003
M11 �0.318 0.036 0.945
S6� 0.547 0.060 0.121
P1 0.560 �0.012 0.220
P6 0.526 � 0.198 0.210

Table 8. The PLS regression vector for set II

Y1

M4 �0.46
M11 0.053
S6� 0.37
P1 0.19
P6 0.28
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3.3 PR-Progesterone Complex

3.3.1 PCA and HCA on Progesterone Hydrogens

Accessibility of progesterone hydrogens to PR amino acid
residues was considered as the free space around the
hydrogens suitable for substitution (Table 9). HCA (Fig-
ure 9a) reveals that thirty hydrogens are grouped into a small
5-membered cluster and big cluster consisting of 12- and 13-
membered sub-clusters. These three types of hydrogens are

called central, free and occupied, respectively (Figure 10a).
The central hydrogens (colored pink in Figure 10a) are
located in the central rings. Furthermore, thesehydrogens are
™hidden∫ from PR residues, but they are in the neighboring
pockets so that substituting them by bigger groups could
enhance PR-progesterone binding. The free hydrogens
(colored yellow in Figure 10a) are located between the
central rings and the molecular terminal polar groups. There
is free space in theneighboring pockets, and so substitution of
the hydrogens by appropriate groups would positively affect
the PR-progestogen binding. The occupied hydrogens (col-
ored blue in Figure 10a) are those that are exposed to PR
residues more than any others, and are situated mostly
around the progesterone terminal polar groups. In general,
there is no free space in the neighboring pockets that would
support the substitution of these hydrogens by any group.
These observations on substitution of progesterone hydro-
gens were confirmed using molecular graphics of PR active
site-progesterone complex with the same hydrogen classifi-
cation. The activities of sets I and II confirm these findings:
substitution at 21 (4, 8) does not increase the activity
significantly, while at 17� (most of the molecules), 11� (V),
18a (Et in IV±VII), 6 (manymolecules in set II) increases the
activity significantly. As the progesterone hydrogen descrip-
tors (Table 9) describe isotropic distribution of the free space
with relatively small cut-off distance (up to 5.5 ä), a special
anisotropic distribution of the free space could not be
detected (as for example, the free space for positioning the
long pocket at 17�-H). But our results agree with the most
known substitutions [7] which work well due to PR-proges-
terone molecular complementarity or are used as protection
against reduction of terminal carboxyl groups: 6, 7�, 11�, 14�,
16�, 17�, 21. The first three PCs describe the data well
(97.99% of total variance). The three groups of hydrogens
from HCA can be clearly observed along PC1 (Figure 9b).
Other sub-clusters from HCA are also visible using the first
three PCs. Both HCA and PCA suggest additional substitu-
tions at 7�, 8, 9, 12�, 15�, 18a and 19b.
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Figure 6. The results of Hierarchical Cluster Analysis for set II:
a) dendogram of variables showing separation of electrotopolog-
ical from molecular graphics variables; b) dendogram of samples
exhibiting three distinct clusters belonging to highly, moderately
and low active compounds.

Figure 7. PCA scores plots for set II. a) PC1 vs. PC2 with well pronounced separation of low active from moderately and highly active
progestogens; b) PC1 vs. PC3 data arranged in parallel lines due to descriptor M11.
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3.3.2 Molecular Graphics of PR Pockets Around the
Progesterone

Van der Waals model of the complex progesterone-PR
active site hole (consisting of 20 amino-acids and a water
molecule [9]) clearly shows four different pockets where the
progesterone molecule is not buried by its receptor (Figur-
es 10b ± e). In Figure 10b, six progesterone atoms in the
proximity of sulfur from methionine 801, (O3, H4, H6-�,
H6-�, H7-�, H7-�) are exposed to the pocket and they are
visible. There is free space available for substitution at these
atomic positions. In a view perpendicular to the steroid

rings, the two Me groups (at C10 and C13) are in an empty
pocket (Figure 10c). In Figure 10d (in the view opposite to
that in Figure 10c), H-17� and other central hydrogens are
clearly visible. In fact, molecular graphics nicely illustrates
geometrical relationships between the three types of
progesterone hydrogens and PR amino-acid residues. The
fourth orientation is towards the� side chain atC17,with the
smallest free pocket (Figure 10e). As the pictures show,
sterical complementarity, polar-polar and hydrogen bond-
ing (involving progesterone keto groups), and hydrophobic-
hydrophobic (around the steroid ring) interactions are the
dominant binding forces.
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Table 9. Progesterone hydrogen descriptors derived from experimentally determined PR-progesterone complex.

Ha DH/äb D/äb �c �cH 	a DH/äb D/äb �c �cH

H4 2.5 3.3 55 143 H21a 2.2 3.0 62 147
H6-� 3.1 3.5 52 139 H12-� 2.4 3.0 44 116
H6-� 2.9 3.6 53 135 H12-� 2.3 2.3 43 118
H7-� 2.7 3.4 43 94 H11-� 2.5 3.3 32 98
H7-� 2.8 3.2 37 79 H11-� 2.5 2.5 46 126
H8 3.0 3.0 29 56 H1-� 2.9 3.4 47 161
H9 3.0 3.9 30 68 H1-� 2.8 2.8 56 161
H14 3.5 4.4 32 74 H2-� 2.4 2.5 55 154
H15-� 3.1 3.6 47 120 H19a 2.4 2.6 49 146
H15-� 2.4 3.0 51 119 H18b 2.4 3.1 36 97
H16-� 2.4 3.1 50 130 H18a 2.7 3.2 29 82
H16-� 2.5 2.8 53 132 H18c 2.6 3.1 41 113
H17 2.7 3.5 43 95 H19b 2.8 3.4 43 117
H21c 2.5 3.3 62 168 H2-� 2.3 3.0 69 184
H21-� 2.2 2.2 58 139 H19c 2.7 3.5 41 110

a Hydrogen names as in Figure 10. b Minimal distance of PR atoms (DH: including hydrogens, D: non-hydrogen atoms) from each progesterone hydrogen.
c Sum of valence electrons of PR atoms (�H: including hydrogens, �: non-hydrogen atoms) inside 5.5 ä cut-off distance sphere around each progesterone
hydrogen.

Figure 8. PLS model for set II using three Principal Components. Predicted vs. measured activities (ROPA)are presented.
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Sets I and II include progestogens with substituents at
positions 3, 6, 11, 15 ± 21. Molecular graphics shows that
substituents at all these positions fit into the four pockets
(even keeping the PR geometry frozen), as already dis-
cussed in the previous section (Figures 10b ± e). Figure 11
illustrates a few cases of the substitution. Certain hydrogen
atoms from the progesterone molecule, which are exposed
to one of the four pockets (Figure 10), were substituted by
an atom or a group of atoms. Cl-6� substituent is in contact
with S(Met 801), occupying the central part of the pocket
(Figure 11a). This may be an explanation why 11, which has
Cl-6� substituent, shows higher activity than 6 (which has
Cl-6� substituent). IfH6-� is substituted by a smaller (as F in
7) or greater atom (as Br in 9) than Cl (as in 11), the PR-
progestogen binding is destabilized. The compounds 7 and 9
show lower ROPA than 11 (Table 6). Et-6� (Figure 11b),
besides making attractive contacts with S(Met 801), fills the
pocket farther left to the sulfur, something that a monoa-
tomic, methyl or hydroxyl group cannot do. Substitution of
H18a by Me enhances the progestational activity; HS(Cys
891) group interacts favorably with this Me (Figure 11c).
Activity of III ±VI is greater than that of I and II (Table 4).
In fact, Et can also be placed at C10 and C13, and Me or
similar substituent (as CH2�) at C11 [7]. Molecules with Et
(III ±VII) are more active than those without it (I, II,VIII).
Small substituents like halogens, are acceptable at C21 (4, 8)
although this substitution does not increase the activity
significantly (Figure 11d). There is a free space around O3,

and that is the reason why it can be substituted (like in III,
VII, Figure 11e). C17-� substituents (II ±VII, set I) with
short chains (2 ± 3 atoms, like in HC�C�C17�) fit nicely the
free space available (Figure 11f). Such substitution must
result in substantial stabilization of the complex. The
compounds II ±VII are more active than I which does not
haveC17-� substituent. It is obvious thatC17-� andC6-� (5-
7, 9 ± 21) substitutions are common in both sets, I and II.
Most of substitutions at these positions enhance the
progestational activity substantially. This is in accord with
rational progestogen design [7].

3.3.3 Fab�-Progesterone and PR-Metribolone Complex

Fab� is another protein which acts as a receptor of
progesterone. The crystal structure of its complex with
progesterone is known [34]. Although the progesterone
molecule is practically at the surface of the protein, a part of
the molecule is well buried (Figure 12a). There is some free
space around Me at C18. What would happen if Me is
substituted with Et? This substitution could significantly
enhance the Fab�-progesterone binding, as could be ob-
served in set I. Another similarity with PR-progesterone
complex is the free space around C21 (Figure 12b). Metri-
bolone (R1881) in PR is another example how some basic
properties of progestogens determine their binding affinity
to receptor. R1881 has only 17�-OH and 17�-Me groups,
and conjugated system of four double bonds (O3�C3,
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Figure 9. Results of a) HCA and b) PCA for progesterone hydrogen atoms showing the three groups of hydrogen atoms (central, free
and occupied).
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C4�C5, C9�C10, C11�C12, Figure 12c). R1881 strongly
binds to PR [10] via hydrogen bonds through both keto and
hydroxyl groups, and participates in numerous hydrophobic
interactions. The molecule is more flat than progesterone
due to the four conjugated double bonds in rings A-C. The
conjugated bonds are rich in �-electrons because about 2/3
of molecular skeleton is involved in conjugation and hyper-
conjugation. These resonance effects were found to be
important even for progesterone, determining the differ-
ences between its keto groups in hydrogen bond formation
with PR [37]. Thus some molecular descriptors in this work
can be called (hetero)aromaticity descriptors (m, n, k,D5±10,
S6�, P1, P6). Molecular graphics search for pockets around
R1881 in PR revealed only one (Figure 12d): O3, H4, H6-�,
H6-�, H7-�, H7-� are not burried completely. This is in
accord with the fact that R1881 binding affinity to PR is 1.8
times greater than that for progesterone [10]. It is recon-
firmed that double bonds play an important role as
electronic, structural and conformational parameter.

3.3 Unifying the Molecular Graphics and Chemometric
Results

Thus far, set I and set II of progestogens were studied
applying both chemometrics and molecular graphics tech-
niques separately. The two different techniques gave differ-
ent aspects of the same phenomenon. Now it is possible to
unite the information obtained from these two techniques.
Regarding to set I, one can observe that from 10 descriptors
used in chemometric analysis (Table 2), three descriptors
D1±10, D5±10, D9±10 involve C10 (interatomic distances be-
tween C10 and C1, C5 and C9, respectively). This can be
understood as a consequence of the fact that all the highly
active molecules II ±VI do not have Me at C10, while the
low active I has. The presence or absence of Me at C10
affects sensibly those values of D1±10, D5±10, D9±10. Molecular
graphics study of PR-progesterone complex revealed that
there is no large free space available that permits substitu-
tion at �-C10. The presence of Me at this position seems to
prevent the optimum fit of ring A of progesterone to the
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Figure 10. Molecular graphics of PR active site-progesterone complex. a) Central (pink), free (yellow) and occupied (blue)
progesterone hydrogens. b) ± e) The four PR pockets pronounce free space around the progesterone molecule. Hydrogens substituted in
sets I and II are marked also. f) Legend. PR active site is gray except important sulfur atoms (orange). Progesterone coloring from a) is
applied to other pictures. Hydrogen atoms which are found to be substituted in sets I and II are colored darker (H6-�, H11-�, H17-�,
H18a) or lighter (H21c) than other hydrogens from the same group.
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counterpart of PR. The two descriptors L13 and L14 are
electron density of LUMO at C13 and C14, and they were
also employed in chemometric analysis.All the highly active
molecules II ±VI have Et at C13, while the low active I does
not have. Themagnitude ofL13 andL14 must depend closely
on the presence or absence of Et at C13. The molecular
graphics analysis showed that the presence of the Et at C13
stabilizes PR-progesterone complex, because it fits well to
the pocket on the � side of C13. Et group has just
appropriate size to occupy the free pocket. In this way it
can be understood the reason why some of the descriptors
were selected.
It had been predicted previously that a progestin receptor

site established an intimate specific contact with ring A, but
far less specific contact with the reminder of steroid [38].
This situation was clearly observed when Fab�-progesterone
interaction inFigures 12a and12bwas discussed. Inprevious
work [11], it was found that the calculated atomic charge at
C10 was intimately related with oral contraceptive activity

of set I. This is in accord with the present results. It has been
shown that the ring A plays important role on the oral
contraceptive activity of the compounds. However, the role
of the substituents at other positions, especially at C13 and
C17, was not clear in the previous works. The present
molecular graphics analysis has given an explanation to the
role of the substituents at these positions. Appropriate
substituents at C13 and C17 fit well in the existing pockets
(see Figures 11c, 11d and 11f) enhancing ligand-PR bind-
ing energy. This eventually increases oral contraceptive
activity.
In the case of set II, the five descriptors,P1,P6, S�6,M4 and

M11 were selected and used in chemometric analysis. The
first three descriptors (P1, P6, S�6) are closely related to the
shape and size of substituent at C6. There is a free pocket
around �-C6. The majority of compounds in set II are 6-�
substituted steroids. These 6-� substituents occupy the free
pocket.When a 6-� substituent has optimal size and shape, it
fits nicely into the pocket increasing the biological activity.
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Figure 11. Molecular graphics of PR active site-progesterone complexes. The amino-acids are colored conventionally (N: blue, C: gray,
H: white, O: red, S: gold) and progestogens unconventionally (N: dark blue, C: green, H: yellow, O: pink, substituent atoms are darker)
for the sake of clarity.
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The three descriptors P1, P6, and S×6 are intimately related
with the shape and size of 6-� substituents.
Comparison between set I and set II reveals that there is

no compound in set Iwhich has a substituent atC6,while the
majority of compounds in set II have such an substituent.
Set I concerns oral contraceptive activity, whereas set II oral
progestational activity.
Finally, it is interesting to compare the differences in PR-

steroid binding for progesterone and metribolone, taking
into consideration positions of amino-acid residues which
are in close contact with the steroid molecule. Crystal
structures of PR-progesterone and PR-metribolone com-
plexes reveal that, due to the differences in molecular
structure of progesterone and metribolone, residue Met759
shows the greatest positional variation. In the case of PR-
progesterone, S from this residue interacts with Me at C10,
being at distance 3.47 ä fromC(Me), and far from steroidal
C5, C9 and C10 (4.72, 6.05 and 5.16 ä, respectively). As a
consequence, there is great PR pocket extending up to C13,
capable to accept Et at this position (as has been already
shown in Figs. 10c and 11c). Met759-steroid contact is quite
different in PR-metribolone complex. The metribolone
rings A-C act as a boat which can accept relatively large
atomasS fromMet759. Thus S is placed almost equally close
to C5, C9 and C10 (4.11, 4.01, 3.90 ä, respectively). Also,
there is no empty PR pocket around C10�C13 (see Fig. 12c
and the corresponding previous discussion). Thus, Me at �-
C10 sterically hinders S from Met 759 to bind the steroid
rings A-C more efficiently. If Me at this position would be

replaced by H, one would expect stronger Met759-steroid
interaction. Set I, as was already discussed, shows that II ±
VII (withHatC10) aremore active than I andVIII (withMe
at C10).
It is interesting to note that two methionine residues,

Met801 and Met 756, play an important role in PR-steroid
binding through specific S ¥¥ ¥ X (X�C, H, O, F, Cl, Br, I)
interactions, including S ¥¥ ¥ C(�) interactions. Both, statisti-
cal analysis [39] and study of particular crystal structures
[40] of sulfur containing proteins revealed this type of
interaction as being responsible for protein and enzyme-
substrate complex stabilization. In a mechanistic sense, one
can have better idea on sulfur role in PR-steroid interaction,
as has been already noticed in chemometric and molecular
graphics analyses in this work.
Now it is possible to summarize that hybridization,

substitution, conformational and other changes at C10 and
its close surroundings in the steroid ring determine the
strength of PR-steroid binding significantly. On the other
side, these variations are well described by molecular
descriptors including atom C10 and its surroundings, or
even by global molecular descriptors, as was already
discussed above.

4 Conclusion

Combined chemometric, molecular graphics and modeling,
quantummechanics and structural studies on the two sets of

446 QSAR Comb. Sci. 22 (2003)

Figure 12. Complexes related to PR-progesterone. a) and b) Progesterone) in the complex
with Fab�. Progesterone (C: gray, H: yellow, O: pink) is colored differently than Fab� (red and
green amino-acids). Some hydrogens (white) and N atom (dark blue) of a proximal histidine
illustrate hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bond between progesterone and Fab�. Me-
18 of the progesterone molecule participated in C�H...� interactions, and it is emphasized by
special coloring (C: light blue, H: orange). c) 3D molecular structure of metribolone. d) PR
active site-metribolone complex. Metribolone (C; green, H: yellow, O: pink) is colored
differently than the neighboring amino-acids (C: gray, H; white, O: red, N: blue, S: gold).
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progestogens gave more insight into the behavior of these
compounds at molecular level, rather than any technique in
particular. Chemometrics aided to select significant mo-
lecular descriptors that are related with biological activities.
Molecular graphics studies on PR-ligand and Fab×-ligand
complexes provided useful information helping to under-
stand why and how some of the substituents are related to
the activity. The information obtained with the application
of molecular graphics helped to understand and interpret
the nature of the molecular descriptors that were selected
and used in chemometrics. Thus the two approaches are
complementary. Previous findings on steric, electronic and
hydrophobic PR-progesterone relationships reported in
literature are confirmed. The number of electrons involved
in resonance effects (heteroaromaticity: conjugation, hyper-
conjugation) is primarily important (both as electronic and
conformational property of progestogens) for activity.
Substitution effects strongly dependon substitutionposition
(determined by both progesterone and PR structure),
substituent size, conformational and electronic properties.
Substituents at C6(sp2) or C6(sp3)-� can enhance or weaken
the binding due to sterical interactions with S(Met 801).
Substituents at C10 can sterically hinder S(Met759). QSAR
of progestogens can be described by three PCs in PCA. PLS
and PCR regression models are satisfactorily good with 3
PCs. Progestogen activity exhibits high degree of nonlinear
(probably parabolic) functional dependence on some of the
molecular descriptors. Linear methods like PLS can treat
progestogen QSAR well by introducing non-linear descrip-
tors. We believe that our findings can be used in further
studies directed towards progestogen application in health
and veterinary science.
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